Abelian varieties over the field of the 20th roots of unity that have good reduction everywhere Abstract. The elliptic curve E given by Y 2 + (i + 1)XY + iY = X 3 + iX 2 acquires good reduction everywhere over the cyclotomic field Q(ζ 20 ). We show, under assumption of GRH, that every abelian variety over Q(ζ 20 ) with good reduction everywhere is isogenous to E g for some g ≥ 0.
Introduction.
For f = 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9 and 12 there do not exist any abelian varieties over the cyclotomic field Q(ζ f ) that have good reduction modulo every prime. Under assumption of the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis (GRH) the same can be proved for Q(ζ 11 ) and Q(ζ 15 ). These are the main results of [6] . For all other conductors f there do exist abelian varieties over Q(ζ f ) with good reduction everywhere.
The techniques of [6] still give substantial information about abelian varieties with good reduction everywhere over cyclotomic fields that are not in this list. Ordering the fields with respect to their root discriminants, the first field not in the list is Q(ζ 20 ). Over this field the elliptic curve E given by the equation
has good reduction everywhere. This can be seen as follows. The discriminant of the equation is equal to −(1 + 2i) 3 . Therefore E has good reduction outside the prime 1 + 2i of the ring Z[i]. Since the reduction at 1 + 2i is of Kodaira type III, the curve E acquires good reduction everywhere over any Galois extension of Q(i) for which the ramification indices of the primes over 1+2i are divisible by 4. In particular, E acquires good reduction everywhere over Q(ζ 20 ).
The main result of this paper is the following. The theorem is proved under assumption of the Generalized Riemann Hypothesis (GRH) for zeta functions of number fields. The main ingredients are the results of [6] . See [5] for a similar result, proved without assuming GRH, for abelian varieties over Q( √ 6). The proof of the theorem proceeds by analyzing finite flat commutative group schemes of 2-power order over the ring Z[ζ 20 ]. We deduce that the 2-divisible group associated to any abelian variety A over Q(ζ 20 ) with good reduction everywhere is isogenous to the 2-divisible group associated to E g for some g ≥ 0. Faltings's isogeny theorem implies then that the abelian varieties A and E g are isogenous over Q(ζ 20 ). (2) is the square of the prime ideal generated by 1 + i in O F , it follows from the discussion on the first page of the paper by Oort and Tate [8] there are three of these. Apart from the group schemes Z/2Z and µ 2 , there is an order 2 group scheme that is local-local at the prime 2.
It can be described as follows. The elliptic curve E of section 1 has j-invariant 1728 and endomorphism ring isomorphic to
of the endomorphism f = 1 + i in the ring End(E) is a finite flat group scheme of order 2. Its Hopf algebra is isomorphic to Proof. By the above discussion it suffices to show that all simple 2-group schemes have order 2. We apply [6, Prop.2.2] to the prime p = 2 and check "condition (A)". The root discriminant of the field L that appears in that proposition satisfies δ L < 8 · 5 
where the ε i are a basis for the unit group of O F modulo 
is local, the extension is split over the completion O F at the prime π = 1 + i. Therefore G is killed by 2. The quadratic character that gives the Galois action is everywhere unramified and hence trivial. It follows that G is locally and generically trivial. Since there lies only one prime over 2, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence [6, Cor.
2.4] then implies that G is split over O F . This proves (iii).
To prove (iv) consider an extension
We use local results of Cornelius Greither's [3] . For n ≥ 0 let U n denote the multiplicative group {ε ∈ O * F : ε ≡ 1 (mod π n )}. By Greither's theorem, Ext
. Moreover, it follows from the arguments in [3] that the points of the extension G corresponding to a unit ε ∈ U 3 , generate the field Q 2 (ζ 20 , √ ε). This implies that G is determined by its Galois module.
Since ±ε ≡ 1 (mod π 2 ), it follows that the number field generated by the points of G has conductor at most π 2 over F . The ray class field of F of conductor π 2 has degree 2. This follows from the fact that the global units 1 and (1 − ζ a 20 )
15 generate a subgroup of (1 + (π))/(1 + (π 2 )) ∼ = F 16 of index 2. Therefore the Galois action on the points of G is either trivial or is given by the unique character of conductor (2) . If it is trivial, the action is also locally trivial and hence G is trivial over O F . By the equivalence of categories of [6, Prop.2.3], the extension G is then trivial. If the Galois action is not trivial, then locally it is also non-trivial. This follows from the fact that the class number of O F is 1. This fixes the structure of G over O F and hence, by [6, Prop.2.3] , there is only one choice for G. The exact sequence
is non-split since the 2-torsion points of E generate the quadratic extension F ( √ η) of F .
Here η denotes the unit (1
This proves the Theorem
In this section we prove Theorem 1.1. For any abelian variety A over F = Q(ζ 20 ) with good reduction everywhere, the group scheme A[2 n ] is a 2-group scheme over
Proposition 3.1. Let A be an abelian variety over F with good reduction everywhere. Then the 2-group scheme A[2 n ] admits for each n ≥ 1, a filtration with subquotients isomorphic to the group scheme E[f ].
Proof. First consider the 2-torsion subgroup scheme A [2] over O F . It admits a filtration with simple subquotients. By Theorem 2.1 the simple subquotients of this filtration are isomorphic to Z/2Z, µ 2 or E[f ]. By Theorem 2.2 (ii) and (iii) we can modify the filtration and obtain closed flat subgroup schemes G 1 and G 2 of A [2] for which
and where G 1 is filtered with group schemes isomorphic to µ 2 , the quotient Theorem 1.1 is now proved by an application of Proposition 3.2 below. The endomorphism ring End(E) of the 2-divisible group E of the elliptic curve E is isomorphic to the discrete valuation ring Z 2 [i]. Let f denote the prime element 1 + i ∈ End(E). The kernel of the morphsim f : E −→ E is denoted by E[f ]. It is the group scheme E[f ] of order 2 that appears in section 2. By Proposition 3.1 the subgroup schemes A[2 n ] of an abelian variety A with good reduction everywhere over Q(ζ 20 ) is filtered by group schemes isomorphic to E[f ]. By Theorem 2.2 (iv) and the fact that the points of E [2] are not defined over F , the condition of Proposition 3.2 below is satisfied. It follows that the 2-divisible group of A is isogenous to E g for some g ≥ 0. Faltings's Theorem [1] implies then that A and E g are isogenous over F as required.
